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Cambodians seize ship
WASHINGTON (AP)--A U.S.
merchant ship was fired on and seised
by a Cambodian naval vessel yesterday
in the Gulf of Thailand. President
Gerald Ford's chief spokesman said.
The President considered it "an act of
piracy" and demanded the ship's
release
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said failure to release the
vessel and ita crew of St. seised about
eight miles from a small rock island
apparently claimed by both Cambodia
and Vietnam, "would have the most
serious consequences."
Under White House orders, the
Pentagon refused to say what steps
might be under consideration But
State Department spokesman Robert
Funseth said immediate step* involve
"diplomatic aid not military
initiatives "
SOME WARMIFS of the U.S.
Seventh Fleet reportedly were ordered
to start moving in the direction of the
Gulf of Thailand, bat to take no other
action without further specific
directives.

Administration sources said no U.S.
warships were anywhere dose to the
vessel, Ike Mayagaes. when It was
seised
Spokesmen for the owners of the
vessel, a container ship in the 11.000ton range, said they had no Information
about the boat or its crew. Nessen said
its cargo was not known and that Initial
reports of its seizure were based on the
ship's radio messages
Members of Congress reacted with
shock and some belligerence to the
seizure
"WE OUGHT TO go after it."
Chairman John Sparkman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
told reporters "We should get that
ship back-any way that we can.''
Sen Robert Taft (R-Ohio) said the
United Slates "should try all kinds of
sanctions first But he said that does
not mean ruling out retaking it.
"We can't allow that kind of thing to
happen on the high seas." Tsft said.
"We have been informed that a
Cambodian naval vessel has seized an
American merchant ship on the high

seas and forced it into the port of
Kompong Som." Nessen said in a
statement read to reporters.
"The President has met with the
National Security Council (NSC). He
considers this seizure an act of piracy.
He has instructed the State
Department to demand the immediate
release of the ship Failure to do so
would have the most serious consequences.' ' added Nessen.
ADMINISTRATION sources said
high-level government meetings were
underway in closest secrecy to
consider possible options
A force of more than 40 U.S. naval
vessels assembled for the evacuation
of Vietnam has been dispersed with
many of the ships reportedly In the
vicinity of the Philippines
In addition to the Seventh Fleet and
its aircraft carriers, there are about
200 Air Force bombers and fighterbombers in Thailand.
Spokesmen for the Sea-Land Corp..
which owns the vessel, whose home
port is Wilmington. Del., said the
company had no word about the boat or
ita crew.

Peregrine
paddlers

Kirk Jung, sophomore (AAS)(ond Mark Paequalene, sophomore (kVA.), took
advantage of the warm weekend weather, an inflatable raft and Peregrine
Pond. (Newsphete by Jim Osborn)

Campus Safety discusses bullets, concert
By Lorrsiae Jameson
Assistant Maaagiag Editor
Firearms, ammunition and the upcoming Stadium rock concert were
discussed at Friday's Campus Safety
Advisory Panel meeting
Campus Safety officers carry Colt
revolvers with two-inch barrels,
according to Campus Safety Director
Dale Shaffer The guns fire 158-grain
lead round nose ammunition
After a shooting at a sorority house
last spring. Shaffer said he intended to
switch to 158 gram jacketed soft point
ammunition, which has "greater
stopping power."
x

HOWEVER, a controversy over the
new ammunition ensued and Shaffer
said he decided not to issue the bullets

Opponents of the bullets claimed the
use of soft point ammunition causes extremely serious wounds and is cruel
and inhumane.
Campus Safety Officer Sgt. Carl
Johnson said the idea that soft point or
hollow point bullets "tear a gaping
hole" in the victim is pure myth.
"It's not a matter of sparing a
criminal pain, but of keeping everyone
safe." Sgt Johnson said
Shaffer said he still believes the soft
point type of ammunition is best for his
officers' use.
According to a report on tests performed by experts at the Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences, round
nose ammunition is less effective than
soft point ammunition
IN THE testa, weapons were fired

into a block of gelatin that approximates the consistency of human
tissue Round nose ammunition showed
greater tendency to penetrate the
gelatin block than soft point ammunition, the report said.
According to Shaffer, this makes the
round nose bullet more dangerous to
bystanders because it can penetrate
the body and ricochet off of buildings
or parked cars and cause injuries
Police do not run the risk of injuring
bystanders, with soft point bullets.
Shaffer said, since the soft point
ammunition does not exit from the
body and ricochet.
In addition, the soft point bullets
move toward a target 300-400 feet a
second faster than round nose bullets,
which makes them more accurate, he
said
SHAFFER SAID Campus Safety
officers will begin using Smith &
Wesson handguns with a four-inch
barrel as soon as new holsters arrive.

According to Shaffer, the four-inch
barrel is more accurate when fired
because it has an adjustable sight
mechanism (he two-inch barrel lacks.
Shaffer approved the weapon change
during winter quarter.
Shaffer also expressed concern over
possible security problems a( the Stadium rock concert June 1
Shaffer said he did not get much
advance notice from the concert's
organizers about their plans and said
he was told 150 policemen would be
needed at the concert.

Shaffer said police officers will
watch for bottles at the gate and will
make concert-goers throw them away
in barrels.
The Toledo Metro drug unit will be
contacted. Shaffer said, adding that he
hopes there will be a few Metro agents
at the concert
Shaffer said he worries about the
lack of rest facilities for concert-goers
who arrive before Sunday The only
rest facilities are in the Stadium,
which will not be opened until Sunday,
he said

"PRESENTLY, we have 70 men at
the most," he said, including Campus
Safety officers. Bowling Green city
police and auxiliary police officers.
"Our problems won't be students,
they'll be outsiders," Shaffer said.
~ Although Shaffer described the
enforcement policy planned at the
concert as "low key." police will take
enforcement action for drug and
alcohol offenses and disturbances, he
said

SHAFFER SAID traffic will be a
problem beginning Saturday before the
concert and ending Sunday night
However, he said parking should be no
problem since cars can be parked on
the grass or in commuter lots on
Sunday, the night of the concert
In other business, panel members
decided to abandon the idea of opening
the ride-along program to students.
Sgt. Johnson said he did not want the
responsibility of having someone in the

car with him even though they sign
waivers of liability.
Sgt. Johnson said opening the
program to everyone is unfair to the
police officer because an officer's first
instinct is to protect everyone in the
car. An officer should not be burdened
with such responsibility if it is not
necessary, according to Sgt. Johnson.
NORMAN HEINEMAN. senior
(A&S) and panel member, said he
believed an open ride-along program
would be a tremendous public relations
vehicle for Campus Safety. But the
idea should not be pursued if the
officers object to It, he said.
"If they aren't happy about It. it
wouldn't work." Heineman said
Shaffer said Campus Safety officer's
uniforms are becoming worn out and
the department is planning a uniform
change in the near future. The new
uniform colors will probably be tan and
brown Shaffer said he would welcome
student suggestions for a new shoulder
patch.

Due to housing quota trouble

ATO to make off-campus move
By Renee Marawski
SUM Reporter
Alpha Tau Omega (ATO) fraternity
has decided to move from Ita New Fraternity Row bouse to aa off-campaa
location, according to ATO President
Peter Johnson
Johnson said that the action was
partly due to the trouble ATO has faced
in meeting its housing quota.

ATO, WITH about 45-50 active
members, is required hy the university
to fill 46 rooms and maintain a 10-man
waiting list, according to Johnson
Johnson said that the housing quota
is a recurring problem and that the
difficulty is not due to a decrease in
membership
"We could have filled this house, but
it's a continual headache year after
year We're taking a gamble, but we
feel it would be a lot better for us and

the University If we found a
campus." he said.

off-

JOHNSON SAID that a big problem
in filling the quota is that many of the
fraternity members move to an
apartment once they become eligible
to do so as upperclassmen
"Locating Use bouse off-campus
would provide another alternative for
these members and kill two flies with
one swat," he said.

South Korea tightens
nationai security /eve/
SEOUL. South Korea (API-President Chung Hee Park, worried about
Communist victories in Indochina, is
moving South Korea toward what, the
government calls a "total security
posture" or a "wartime emergency
system."
Park, who rules with unlimited
power from a 1972 constitution written
to cope with an alleged Imminent
threat from North Korea, has often
been accused of overplaying the issue
of national security for his own
political purposes.
Now. however, he is getting support
for his claim that South Korea's
national security is more seriously
threatened than at any time since the
1053 Korean armistice.

A University student finch a quiet spot on the slope of the
Education Building whore she can study as well as enjoy the
warm weather. (Nowsphoto by Ed Suba)

THE U.S. withdrawal from South
Vietnam and Cambodia has caused a
crisis mood among South Koreans.
Tens of thousands of citizens turn out
daily for rallies across the country
intended to support Park's views.
In a national broadcast on April 29.
Park said It was not the time to debate
whether there was serious danger from
the North but time to take concrete

steps promptly
possibility.

against

such

a

With his combat background as a
former four sta general. Park seems
to have convinced even some of his
political foes, who in recent days have
refrained from seriously criticizing his
government for its existing
restrictions on the legislature, the
legal system and civil liberties.
Local newspapers are flooded with
paid advertisements containing
resolutions from various organizations, and pro-Park rallies have even
been held on campuses, the scene of
riotous
anti-government
demonstrations a few weeks ago.

major opposition, the New Democratic
party, agreed to a proposal of the
ruling Democratic Republic party to
call a special national assembly
session Saturday to adopt a bipartisan
resolution on national security.
THE MINORITY party also decided
"in principle" to go along with the
ruling party to enact two laws designed
to tighten up political surveillance on
security risks.
Though the opposition group has
traditionally opposed new internal
security laws, one party official said it
is difficult to resist "the noble cause of
anti-communism" in the growing
mood of crisis.

A PATRIOTIC group, the National
Council for Total Security, was formed
last week by 38 organizations covering
virtually all walks of life in South
Korea to prepare a "wartime
emergency system."

-More rightist Laotian soldiers were
reported to have deserted their bases
fearing an imminent Communist
takeover of their country.

An estimated one million Seoul
citizens attended an anti-Communist
rally Saturday to culminate the series
of pro-Park movements

-Thousands of former South
Vietnamese soldiers, police and spies
were said to have turned themselves in
to the new Saigon rulers.

Toe atmosphere is such that the

-Thailand said it Is preparing to
welcome a Viet Cong envoy.

ATO has consulted a real estate
agency to help relocate the house,
according to Johnson.
JOHNSON SAID that the housing
quota is not the only reason for the
move and that many members have
expressed dissatisfaction with Greek
living units in general.
"Fraternity houses in Bowling Green
are pitiful. It's more like living in a
dorm than a fraternity." he said.
Johnson said that he believes other
fraternities are experiencing the same
type of problems.
"I THINK there will be a trend in the
next decade for more houses to move
off-campus," he said.
Any fraternity or sorority which does
not fill its house will be asked to
vacate, according to Fayetta Paulsen,
coordinator of residence programs.
Paulsen said that it will not be known
which houses do not meet their
capacities until June 2. the day the first
housing payment for fall quarter is
due.
"UNTIL THEN, we can't say which
groups are in trouble or if anyone is,"
Paulsen said.
Should a fraternity vacate, any other
group will have a chance to fill the
house, according to Paulsen.
Only two black fraternities. Alpha
Phi Alpha and Delta Sigma Theta, nave
housing units and other black
fraternities have made requests for
houses, according to Paulsen.
Paulsen said that the order of
preference in assigning a house to any
group is the length of time that group
has been in existence.

In other related developments:

Weather
Partly cloady today. High la the
lower f«s. Fab- and coal tonight.
Lew 4t to 45. Tomorrow mostly
saaay and a little warmer High la
the middle te apper eta.
Probability of predpttatloa M par
real today and II per ceat toaigkt.

Pce.2 Tr.e»G Newi, Tu«doy, May 13, 1975

epiTeRiaLS
derby day mishap
kept under hat
"The purpose of Derby Day is to give students a chance to forget the
serious side of college life, to enjoy some good informal fun. to make new
friends, to develop stronger fraternal relationships and to improve
campus relations "
The words come from a manual published by the Sigma Chi fraternity
promoting last Friday's Derby Day. The manual did not include statements concerning intimidation of News photographers.
When a young girl was injured after a collision with another Derby Day
participant Friday. News photographer Richard Kaverman attempted to
record the unfortunate accident with photos.
When Kaverman tried to take a picture, members of the Sigma Chi
fraternity surrounded him, shoved him and refused to let him take any
photographs.
When the injured girl was taken away in an ambulance, a mob
surrounded Kaverman and another News photographer and they were
unable to take a photo of the vehicle.
The intent of the photographers was not of a malicious nature. They
were simply trying to record an incident that occurred during a public
event. On May 4, 1970. similar action was taken by photographers after
the shooting of students at Kent State University. Because photographers
at Kent State took action, the rest of the nation witnessed the tragic state
of affairs on an American college campus.
Hurting the already injured girl was not the purpose of the
photographers Pictures of a fleeing ambulance do little harm.
The rest of the student population not witnessing the accident had a
right to know what happened. Thanks to some childish bully tactics, that
right was denied and the injured girl was denied the concern of her fellow
students.

amendment lacking
Student Government Association (SGA) apparently is preparing to give
the University administration even more power over the already weak
student government.
An amendment to the SGA constitution, if passed, would give the vice
prov>ost for student affairs, the University president or his designee and
the Board of Trustees final authority over any attempt to abolish SGA.
Under this amendment, the entire student body could vote to abolish
SGA and still be overruled by the administration
This is nonsense If students believe their student government is
ineffective, they should be able to disband the government and form a
new one which they believe is more responsive without the approval of
the University administration
SGA is already a poor representative of the student body. If this
amendment is adopted, there will be no doubt as to SGA's ineffectiveness
as a student representative

Leirers
cancel
the news

As Mr Hazlett has so aptly put. the
student body does not own the News.
we merely pay to subscribe to it
We. therefore, wish to cancel our
subscription to the News, effective
immediately We would appreciate
prompt remittance of the balance. 33
cents
Bob

H.HI

301 Darrow
Rich Ritchie
306 Darrow
Rock C. Ross

304 Darrow

eliminate
all hazards
Dear Mr Damschroder.
We would like to say that we
wholeheartedly agree with vour ban
beer bill, but we feel that there are
some more dangers that should be
brought to your attention
For example: walking through the
Student Union during Happy Hours can
be quite dangerous due to the fog
caused by cigarette smoke One could
trip and seriously do harm to himself
and others Let it be known that these
cigarettes were probably purchased on
campus, therefore we feel for further
safety cigarette sales on campus
should be banned
ANOTHER DANGER is the use of
automobiles on campus. A student
engrossed in his studies, bound for
class, could conceivably wander into
the path of one of these on-coming
vehicles: consequently these
dangerous machines should also be
prohibited from use on campus
What does this leave us with?
Students need a means of locomotion,
which would turn us to bicycles.
These instruments alto prove to be
harmful Not only can one fall from the
instrument, he could also be an
innocent victim of a "bit and ride"
The means of locomotion thus
banned will find students staying more
to their dorms These too present
hazards
It it a well known fact that most
accidents occur in the home (dormI
Therefore, we propose to construct all

By Earl Brill, Caiirpenon
('ampui Safety Advisory Paael

2 at Soul b Pro • pre I
Gacat Student Colamaii t
On Behalf of the Panel:
In January of this year President
Moore called for the creation of a panel
to serve in an advisory role to Campus
Safety. At that time, there seemed to
be a lack of communication between
the members of the University
community and the division of Campus
Safety
The panel represents an attempt to
secure greater understanding of
Campus Safety and provide community
input into decision making in the
department
I am a student representative on the
panel The panel's membership is
drawn from all aspects of the
University community The other
members are: Bob Arrowsmith.
student services: Nancy Pare, hall
director: Norm Heineman. undergraduate: Thomas Klein. English
faculty. Dr Joseph Perry. Sociology
faculty: Kathy Siebenaler, graduate
student: Laurene Wiegman, staff and
Dale Shaffer, director of Campus
Safety services ex officio.

one-story buildings, because stairways
can be a predominant source of
danger
With the advance of technology and
the taking over of countries i South
Vietnam I there exists the threat of
atomic warfare To protect the future
leaders of America from atomic fall
out we suggest putting all the one-story
buildings underground
One or more of these buildings could
conceivably collapse Through the ages
though, caves have provided us with a
source of security
So Mr Damschroder. we leave you
with this question-your cave or ours-1
Lisa Buehler
Cathv Sickmiller
452 McDonald-West

equality
athletics
1 suggest that the state of Ohio slop
giving athletic funding to BGSU until
they recruit basketball players under 4
feet tall
There are a lot of good 4 feet tall
basketball players and 1 don't see why
Coach Haley won't let them play
State Rep Jaskulski took a great
step forward by demanding that the
University stop recruiting Canadian
hockey players.
His example should be followed in
other sports as well Next he should
demand that Don Nehlen recruit 800
pound hippopatomi with the gout for
quarterbacks
Onward toward equality in athletics!
Jane O'Shaughnessy
249 McDonald-Easi

attempt at
clarification
Yes. Chairperson Facione,
"criticism" can be an "easy trick",
but so also can the twisted misinterpretation of the essential purpose of
the Last Lecture Series
We certainly are not disparaging
particular departments of the
University, nor are we challenging the
intelligence of professors We are
dealing with an attitude
We are attempting to motivate
various University departments into a
greater focus of interaction.
The problems created in'the present
system by the demands of a publish or
perish' environment, the increased

FOURTH, ANY interested groups
that want to participate should contact
the panel at one of the meetings so that
we can arrange a presentation on the
issue.
In the future, we are exploring a
number of ways to secure campus
opinion. We have started to prepare a
comprehensive survey of campus
attitudes and opinions on Campus
Safety
I intend to continue writing these
columns I If the News will graciously
print them) to keep the campus up to
date. I hope that the other panel
members will also express their views.
We are also considering a call-in radio
program to inform the public of what
we are doing and to hear what people
have to say.
At one of our meetings KARMA gave
an excellent overview of the campus
drug problem. At that time the panel
recommended that Campus Safety
consider taking part in a workshop at
KARMA. Campus Safety has now done
so.

During this workshop KARMA gave
training in drug crisis management I
personally felt this was a very positive
step. I hope we can continue to make
constructive recommendations.
I MIGHT mention that panel
members are accompanying Campus
Safety officers on their rounds. This is
an attempt to see what it is like to be a
police officer at BGSU It will also
serve, perhaps, to start some
communication between the members
of the division and the panel
1 hope that the men and women of the
division will take an interest in what
we are doing
While we are attempting to convey
the concerns of the University
community, we are also going to be
trying to let the University family
know more about the operation of our
police
I think students, faculty and staff all
need to know more about the kind of
people we have in the department

Alto, at the community learnt more
about the department, people will be
better able to take advantage of the
services offered by Campus Safety
This, of course, is crucial to crime
prevention.
WE ALSO HOPE that as people get
to know the department they will be
more able to help the department solve
crimes after they do occur.
We decided recently that we thought
this should be a standing University
committee In other words, this panel
is going to stay in existence.
We feel there is a lot of work to be
done We need help to do that work. We
have to know what people are saying
about these issues
If you are interested in becoming
involved, contact me at one of our
meetings We strongly urge the public
to attend any meetings we have
If you want to check meeting times
and locations call the Vice President
for Operations. 372-2126. in the
Administration Building, Room 907

We need to have input and
participation from concerned
members of the University family. We
must know what the campus thinks
about the operation of Campus Safety
WE ARE GOING to be reviewing
those policies of Campus Safety that
involve interaction with the public. To
do (hat job we need the input of all the
groups involved
The panel has no intention of being
an unapproachable bureauracy. We
want to provide as many channels as
possible for people to be heard
First, our meetings are open to the
public We will try to always have
announcements ol meeting topics,
times and places
Second, if you would like to voice a
concern to your representative I'm
sure he she will listen and convey that
concern to the panel
Third, if you are unable to attend the
meeting, write out what you have to
say. Letters can be left at 405 Student
Services Building, or at the office of
the vice president for operations on the
ninth floor of the Administration
Building
I

Kerry Ridgley
307 Harrow
Dan Kogarty

advisory panel asks input

stress on specialization, the large site
of lectures, the lack of student
motivation, etc tend to produce a
tunnel vision in relation to what the
purpose of an education is
WE ARE questioning the results of
these pressures in the classroom and
the University atmosphere in general,
and whether they are perhaps
hindering the potentials of the
educational process We feel they can
be dealt with effectively through
cooperation
The intention of the Last Lecture
Series is to give (he participants an
opportunity to demonstrate the
breadth of their knowledge as well as
the depth of their understanding
Our hope is that the interrelation of
diverse areas of experience and study
will reinforce the idea that education is
a synthetic and life-long process.
We are being critical in the sense of
making the University a place where
disciplines are not just taught, but
where values are professed and acted
upon.
The University should be a place
where the total person, not only the
specialist, is allowed to develop.
This letter has intended to clarify the
purpose of the Last Lecture Series and
to demonstrate the unwarranted
defensiveness of your position
We hope in the future. Chairperson
Facione. that you will contribute to the
"intellectual vigor" promoted by the
Series
.1 mil Box

10] S Maple
Robert Gonsow ski

Chairpersons
The Last Lecture Series
Arnold De Carolis
Graduate Assistant. Philosophy
Co-chairperson

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on anv other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ot 300
words. typewriKen We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limns, with respect (o the lawsot libel
and proper taste
Leuers and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may 4* mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University fall

'DOYXJ HAVE MEDICARE?'

gop may fight position
WASHINGTON -The widening split
between the Republican right wing and
President Ford is now viewed within
the White House as more likely to
culminate in a pitched battle over Vice
President Nelson Rockefeller's right to
a spot on the 1976 ticket than in a direct
challenge to Mr Ford's nomination.
That prospect, while boding trouble
for Rockefeller, is being greeted with
an attitude of relief and equanimity by
some of the president's expanding
group of campaign planners
Indeed, while it isn't being voiced
publicly, several of the more
conservative Ford strategists think it
would be good for GOP morale if he
would actually permit a contest for the
Number Two spot on a Ford ticket
between Rockefeller and Ronald
Reagan.
Without some kind of ticket
competition, they reason, the 1976
Republican convention will be so dull
and uninspiring to party workers and
independent voters that it could
handicap Mr Ford's race for the
presidency in the post-convention
period
THE MERE fact that a Rockefeller
Reagan scrap for the vice presidencyis even being mentioned within Ford
inner circles is a significant
development
It means that the president's top
planners are optimistic about his
chances of gaining the White House
nomination without a serious challenge
by Reagan or some other Republican
Their relief on that score is not without
justification
The latest clue is the willingness of
Dean Burch. long-time Goldwater ally
and former Republican National
Chairman, to head up a special team of
top Republicans to plan the outline of
Mr. Ford's campaign for a full term in
the White House
Burch. who helped engineer
Goldwater's 1964 capture of the GOP,
met a few days ago at the White House
with Mr. Ford. He agreed to tackle the
tough job of not only setting up a pre
convention organizational structure
but also to recommend which of the
presidential primaries Mr Ford should
enter next year
With former Defense Secretary
Melvin R. Laird having bowed out of
consideration. Burch now becomes the
top Ford prospect to chair the FordIor President campaign
A CARD-CARRYING conservative
with impeccable credentials even
among Reagan's California die-hards.
Burch's decision to sign up with Mr.
Ford reflects two things
One. he does not think Reagan has a
solid chance of wretting the
Republican nomination from an
incumbent president
And he is determined to stem conservative talk of bolting the GOP in favor

J.F. terHorst

3L
(Hi

of a third-party movement On that
score, incidentally, Burch is supported
by Barry Goldwater. the patriarch of
the Republican right Goldwater was
one of the first to congratulate Burch
for taking on the Ford assignment.

While Mr Ford's quest for the GOP
nomination seems more assured now
than early this year, militant conservatives remain unhappy over his
choice of Rockefeller for vice
president
Determined to have a voice on the
1976 ticket, they could use their
assured convention strength against
Rockefeller and in favor of Reagan if
the latter would indicate his interest in
the second spot

SluOrnf

REAGAN LIEUTENANTS report
edly have been told that he should
make the move if only to extract
concessions for the conservatives from
Mr Ford and to offset Rockefeller's
feared influence on Ford administration policies
Any Reagan-led move to strike
Rockefeller from the GOP ticket would
constitute a serious challenge to Mr.
Ford's authority, as presidential
nominee, to pick his own running mate
As of now he shows no inclination to
drop Rockefeller next year or to throw
the vice presidential selection to an
"open convention "
But even as he stands up for
Rockefeller, the president recognizes
the clout of Republican conservatives
within the party and how important
their support will be for his election
chances in November next year
As the price for securing it. he may
well be forced by the political realities
into a position of tolerating a "dumpRockefeller" drive
Copyright, 1*75, Universal Prett
Syndicate/Detroit Newt
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Israeli troops raid
Lebanese villages
By Tke AiMcUted Pre**
Israeli troop* raided three
Leb«ne»e border villages
before dawn yesterday and
brought back five suspected
Arab guerrillas including a
woman, (or questioning, the
Israeli command sa id
In Tel Aviv, a fire bomb
exploded on the roof o( a '
youth club, slightly
wounding a 15-year-old boy.
police said.
Five other bombs, made
from Israeli-made mortar
charges, were found nearby.
they said. There was no
immediate explanation.
A COMMAND spokesman
In Tel Aviv said the
"overnight
anil terrorist
operation" started before
sunrise and lasted into the
daylight hours.
One of the suspected
terrorists was a doctor, the
spokesman said, but he gave
no details or identities.
Reports from Beirut said
the Israelis abducted Dr.
Ahmed Murad. a Politburo
member of the Lebanese
Communist party.
The Israelis denied Beirut
reports that six persons
were captured and a cafe
blown up
•■NOTHING WAS blown
up. It was quick and
simple." the spokesman
said.
The Israelis said they
raided the villages of Bint
Jbail. Ait el-Shaab and
Yarin. about two miles
across the border in the
central sector
Reports from Lebanon
agreed on the first two
villages but listed the third
as Ait Around
It was the first admitted
Israeli incursion into
southern Lebanon in four
months.
The Israeli command
spokesman declined to
comment on Lebanese
charges that Israeli troops
had crossed the border
several times in the past
five weeks to lav mines

local briefs
Special ed

THE LATEST incident
was the first serious clash
since January when the
Israelis repeatedly Infiltrated into Lebanon and
forced the evacuation of
Chouba village, an alleged
guerrilla stronghold
During December and
January raids the Israelis
brought back more than 15
suspected terrorists for
questioning but they were
later released and sent back
across the border.
In other Middle East
developments:
-Israeli Foreign Minister
Yigal Allon said in Brussels.
Belgium that he hopes
America's review of its
foreign policy will lead it to
help its friends who help
themselves.
"I KNOW some people
who will say that it's
costly.' be told a news
conference "But if all of
America and Western
Europe were as resolved as
Israel to defend themselves,
the world would look better
than it does today
-The Common Market's
development commissioner.
Claude Cheysson. told a
separate news conference in
Brussels that the weekend
signing of a free trade
agreement between the
market and Israel has made
a similar deal with Algeria.
Morocco and Tunisia an
' absolute necessity.''
THE AGREEMENT with
Israel has irritated Arab
states, also negotiating preferential trade deals with
the market
-Former Israeli Foreign
Minister Abba Eban appears
to be making ab id for
leadership of Premier
Yitzhak Rabin's Labor party
and ultimately his job.
political observers in Tel
Aviv said
Eban has spoken out at
least three times in the past
week against what he calls
the government's lack of
leadership and Rabin's
handling
of
peace
negotiations with Egypt

There will be s meeting for all special education majors
at S tonight in the New Horizons Suite. 113 Education Bldg

Physics talk
Dr Martin Kummer of the University of Toledo's
mathematics department will speak on "Quantitative
Methods in Classical Mechanics" at 4 p.m. tomorrow In
M Overman Hall
The program is presented by the Bowling Green-Toledo
Theoretical Physics Seminar

TM symposium
"Excellence in Action." a symposium on transcendental
meditation in athletics, will be presented at 8 p m May 10
instead of today as reported in the Green Sheet

Firelands

Hats off

Phi Mui ceJkcted the most aWby* and were first place winners at the Sigma
Chi Darby Day. AH greak house* are invited to the annual event that was held
last weekend. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

Play explores block reactions
Preview by
Norms Steele
"Matters of Choice." a
black play concerning the
burglary of a suburban
home, is a likeable play and
easy to get involved in.
according to Edward Hill,
doctoral candidate in
theater history and directing
and play director
The play opens at 8 p.m
tonight in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre and runs nightly
through Saturday.
"The play goes beyond the
black white problem," Hill

said "It doesn't magnify the
differences but the commonalities"
This play has a meaning
for everyone. Hill said, even
"for those of you who
happen not to be black."
"Fear does the same thing
to everyone-makes us
question loyalty." he said
"We all want to protect
what's ours We all are
confronted by the same
issues when our securities
break down, but we react
differently "

Band bookings trouble UAO
By working through a
promoter. Union Activities
Organization (UAO) can
book groups for campus
concerts that UAO could not
get on its own. according to
Jon Martin, sophomore
(Ed.) and UAO performing
arts director
Martin said that UAO has
trouble booking bands
directly through a group's
agent due to the small size
of available concert halls on
campus and the small
potential market in the
Bowling Green area
In addition, few groups
pass through the Bowling
Green area, according to
Martin
The concert hall facilities

at the University are
smaller then those at most
other Ohio state universities. Martin said.
UAO went to Belkin Productions to get Jefferson
Starship for a concert
because UAO could not book
Starship on its own. Martin
said
He said that working with
promoters keeps promoters
looking for groups that UAO
might be interested in
booking.
There are three ways that
UAO works with a
promoter. Martin said.

One method requires UAO
to buy the entire performance from the
promoter UAO can get a
group for a lower price since
the promoter can get the
band from the group's agent
at a lower price, according
to Martin.
Another way. Martin said,
is through a joint venture
where UAO splits all costs
and profits or losses with the
promoter UAO used this
method to get the Wet
Willie. Argent and Jo Jo
Gunne concei t.

The arrangement which
Martin said is used on most
college campuses has the
promoter put up all the
money for the concert.
The promoter assumes all
losses if the concert is a
failure and gives UAO 10 per
cent of the net profit if it is a
success. Martin explained.
This method involves a
"less risk factor for the
campus." Martin said. The
Jefferson Starship concert
was set up in this way. he
noted.

THE PERFORMANCE is
done on a three-cornered
arena-style stage. Hill
explained This diminishes
the distance between the
audience and the actors and
encourages the audience to
get involved, he said
Costuming, done in
modern dress, reflects an
informal but elegant style,
he said Tones were chosen
"which are pigmented in the
black skin-which means lots
of lavender, green and
burgundy."
The cast includes James
Pickens. senior (A&SI.
Linda Sowards. junior
(A&S). Cynthia Jackson,
sophomore (Ed). Kenny
McClenick. junior (B.A.l.
Kosmond
Russell,
sophomore (Ed.), Sam
Foster, senior (A&S). and
Linda Moore, graduate
student
"BECAUSE OF their (the
cast's) own interest," Hill
said, "we have been able to
tighten and polish the show
I've never worked with a
group that was more
enthusiastic,
well-disciplined, creative and
imaginative."
Don Evans, the author of
"Matter of Choice." is part
of a new black group of

playwrights, according to
Hili
He goes beyond the
angry or ritualistic black
playwright to reach the
mainstream of American's
thought." he said
This was Evan's first
attempt at a major play.
Hill said, and in many ways
it is relatively immature
It has been performed
twice before, once in
Cleveland and once In New
York
"THERE ARE certain
qualities that are characteristically black." Hill said in
discussing black theater
For instance, there is a
causalness and rhythmn,
distinct speech, and
extensive non-verbal
support in black plays
"There also is frequently
a play on things that are
familiar elements from the
black culture." he said,
"which tends to tie the black
experience together."
Tickets are on sale at the
box office from 10:30a.m. to
3:30 p.m today through
Friday and 7 p.m. the night
of the performance They
are 50 cents for University
students, presenting an ID.

Summer registration and fall pre-registration began
yesterday at Firelands Campus.
Faculty advisers are meeting with freshman,
sophomore and associate degree program students until
Friday. Students must be presently enrolled in order to
submit fall course requests at this time.
Juniors, seniors and graduate students in the colleges of
education, business administration and health and
community services can meet with their advisers from the
main campus and submit registration requests today.
Advisers from the college of arts and sciences will be
available May 20.
Summer and fall registrations will be accepted at the
Registrar's Office from 10 ami p.m and 2-4 p.m. in the
East Building between May 19 25
Summer students should register before June 9 so that
registrations may be processed prior to the opening of
classes
Students unable to register during office hours should
phone the Registrar's Office at 433-5560

Counselor jobs
Camp Courageous, a residential camp for the mentally
retarded, has three openings for male counselors. The
camp also needs an arts and crafts director and a
waterfront director Persons will be working for 10 weeks
during the summer program.
For information concerning the program, contact
Jerome Zake. P O Box 184. Rudolph. Ohio 43462 or call
686-3121

Giving Week
Senior Giving Week started Wednesday night at Bowling
Green's Holiday Inn when 120 seniors met for the Senior
Challenge Kickoff Banquet The group started the annual
fund-raising project by pledging over $7,870, nearly twice
the amount pledged at last year's dinner.
"It certainly speaks highly of the Class of 1975 when a
group can pledge that amount of money." Assistant
Director of Alumni Affairs Larry J Weiss said. "We're
hopeful that the other members of the class will follow the
lead of these people "
The banquet marks the beginning of a week-long drive in
which the 120 seniors will solicit their classmates for
funds In the six years the Senior Challenge program ha*
been in existence.over $95,000 has been pledged.

Art exhibit
The University's School of Art is holding its 24th Annual
Student Art Exhibition till May 30 in the Fine Arts Gallery.
The display is daily from noon 5 p.m. and includes
watercolors. paintings, drawings, prints, sculpture, glass.
ceramics, fiber and jewelry created by undergraduates.

New telephone
A campus telephone has been installed in the Business
Administration Building
The Dean's Advisory Council of the college of business
recognized the need for the telephone, which is located In
the second floor vending room

f

See The STREAKER
at BOB BEERS FORD
VAN CONVERSIONS
By
GERRING INC.

PONDEROSA
ST2AI HOUSE
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
SWIMMING POOL • BASKETBALL NETS
SAUNA BATH - GAME & LAUNDRY ROOM

FREEDOM TRAILS RIDING ACADEMY
Horseback Riding
Pony Rides
Hay Rides

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
JUNE l'th thru AUG. 31
(2-; months)

1 Bedroom fum.
2 Bedrooms fum.
EfFIOLNCIES turn.

'370.00; unfum. '320.00
'450.00; unfum. '390.00
'305.00; unfurn. '260.00

ALL UTILITIES PAID (including CABLE T.V.)
one of the bes! deals >n B G
OFFICE OPEN MON FRI 12 00600
CALL 352 1195
SAT 12 00400

HALF HOUR
AND HOUR RATES
PH. 832-3785

10 miles West of B.G. via Rt. 6. Turn right off Rt. 6 onto
Wapakonetta Rd. Freedom Trails Riding Academy just past
Bever Creek between Rt. 6 and Poe Rd. on Wapakonetta
Rd

"

ASK ABOUT RIDING CLUB
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS - PH. 832-3785
SPECIAL RATES FOR WED. ONLY - $3.00 per hour

STUDENTS DESIRING INVOLVEMENT IN UNIVERSITY
AFFAIRS MAY APPLY FOR THESE COMMITTEES:
ACADEMIC HONESTY
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
LIBRARY ADVISORY
HONORS AND AWARDS
UNION ADVISORY
BROADCAST POLICIES
HEALTH SERVICES ADVISORS
COMPUTING ACTIVITIES
BOOKSTORE ADVISORY
PARKING SERVICES
LONG RANGE FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL AIDS
PLANNING
INSTRUCRIAL MEDIA ADVISORY
APPLICATIONS WILL BE TAKEN AT 405 STUDENT SERVICES ALL
OF THIS WEEK UNTIL FRIDAY MAY 16. FOR INFORMATION CALL
372-3598.
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Union faces funding cutback
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Fremont)
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state-supported universities

Director of the University
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But a law proposed by
Rap. Gene Damschroder (R-

student

Stoner said the Carnation
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"Over the past two years
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ACIOM tj>P> l* laa Ana*l*» Timr.
Andean country
61 Fragrance
Cacomiatle
62 Always
Dangling locks of
63 Tantrums
wool
64 Combining form
Huge lizard
for "far"
Dogwood tree
66 Encircle
Oliva tree genua
66 Arrayed
Army reserve
67 Advantage
group: Abbr.
iv\«irtu
Victor at
DOWN
Waterloo
1 Free of germs
Legal prohibition
8 Cupid
Teachera'
3 Car of a sort
charges
4 Wind off
Nickname for a
6 Ranch hand:
Liaelotte
Slang
Bouquet
6 Phraae of underAnthropoid
standing
High spirits
7 Riviera bungaHappened (on)
low. perhaps
Oil of orangeg Anguilla
blossoms
0 u ... to the
Saskatchewan
ahorea of —"
Indian
10 Home of the
Bowler hat
Yokuma
Abbreviation
11 High: Prefix
uaed in baaeball
12 Earth science:
Plural pronoun
Abbr.
And elsewhere:
IS Without: Fr.
Abbr.
19 — Pompiliua,
Portrayer of
legendary king

'■,ncoln
Composer Korem
Rappahannock
tributary
Stridently
Ruritariai castle
of Action
Cape of
Portugal, near
Lisbon
Glossy finishes
Impresses by
insistent repetitlon
('..,reelITUdefects

1

2

4

3

14
17
20

21

1

^
^
''

27

37

■ ■

■

■
47

I

■

54

65

21 Famous Roman
writer
26 Chutney, ."or
example
26 Shrub of the
birch family
27 Michelangelo
masterpiece
28 Commisaion
30 Strict and severe
31 Island in the
Gulf of Riga
32 Wanting
35 Diet. abbr.
38 Winter storm
40 Weather aatellite

31

32

57

58

56

6,

63

62

30

48

60

59

1 13

44

43

49

53

12

■ 40 1

46

45

52

■

35

42

41

i

25

■

36

1

,6

ri I ■

■

33

,0

19

■
26

r- 9

7—

*

"
"

Alt

4'.' Tvn» nf rnof
43 "The Importance
of Being —"
46 Whitetail
48 River into the
Ohio
60 River into the
Gulf of Venice
62 Actor Peck, to
friends
53 Italian writer
64 Copy cat
66 Actor and ballad
ainger
67 Announced
58 Sources of metala
60 Coal product
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you've got to plan for it. And
one way you can do just that
i;- by signing up for the

Limit 2 With Coupon I '6 Additional Purchaia

Savi

LIMIT ONE COUPON PEN FIMILT
Qood Mon Ma* 17 Th'u Sun Mat II HIS At K,„u..

you work. An amount you

Up To

s|iecify will be set aside from

3*

each iwycheck and used to

poasHt
mm ANY

W-r

WROTE men
POUNON me

NOT HCg
CHRISTIAN
NAHC, DUMMYPUT amme

fve-Reasmm
ncviwRAL
FORM i sew
/&6UKBVNB? NLASTUet*
SKOAL HOR-

buy U.S. Savings Bunds.
Then, when you're ready

"Grind It Fresh"

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Payroll Havings Plan where

to stop working, you'll still

6emicaAsSIBCAWN!

be able to keep on living.

SPOTLIGHT
BEAN COFFEE
LimH I With Coupon I '5 Additional Purchaia
EXCEPT BEER. WINE & CIGARETTES

LIMIT ONE COUPON PEN FIMILT
iM.iniM,." Mai WIhr.,1.. May II Itrl Al Kioaai

29'

125w

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday. May 13.1975

1-800 438-3710

EXCEPT BEER. WINE & CIGARETTES

LOST AND FOl'ND

Karen. Congrats on becoming
RG commander' AMH Leader
ship!! Z.L.

l-:d Chatlos VA Loc Rehab will be on campus Rm 320 Stud Serv
Bldg 9jl
Active Christians Today fellowship ACT meeting faculty lounge.
Union, 7pm

LIMIT ONE COUPON PEN FIMILT

LOST
Timex wrist watch.
brown band Call 372-3744.

Enjoy a hearty cuopped steak

Save

baked potato tossed green salad
and a roll with butter all tot

44'

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

All campus beer blast. May 17.8
p m at Northeast commans

48c

Limit 4 With Coupon I '5 Additional Purcr.au
EXCEPT BEER. WINE S. CIGARETTES

Fruit Juicy Rad Only

Bt; KoSutenn Dojo practice session Rm 201 Hayes 7 J0-9 30 p m
BGSU Karate t'lub-Uojukai meet Aud . St Thomas More Parish.
5:30-7:30 pm

BGSU Sports far blue meeting Rm 115 Bus Adm Bldg 7 30 pm
Upcoming autocross it rally will be discussed

WHITE
BREAD

STOLEN Brown leather jacket
(reversablel Uken from Sic Sic
lib between 1.05 and 1 JO pm
Wed May 7th Pleasereturn.no
questions asked Or call and I
will pick up anywhere Ph 352
0614

lust 99c anytime Tuesday
l WOOSURSI
ACROSS IKOH rOOIBAU STADIUM

44

PQNDEROSA

1 Qt
14 Oi|
Can

HELP WANTED

STEAK BOOSE

LimH 2 With Coupon I '5 Additional Purchaia
EXCEPT BEER. WINE AND CIGARETTES

Summer
jobs
for
(orklift
drivers and oftice work Starts
July thru Sept Near Genoa.
Ohio Call«55-Sa»

LIMIT ONE COUPON PEN FIMILT
GoMMon Ma* 1} Thaw Bun Ma. U it 15 Al KnaoaV

SERVICES OFFERED

i■illIIII■■■■ilia■■■■

Krootr Larga Or Small Curd

COTTAGE
CHEESE

*

c

\

58

;
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?

MUFFLERS *

Limit 1 With Coupon I '5 Additional Purchaia
EXCEPT BEER WINE AND CIGARETTES

LIMIT ONE COUPON PEN FAMILY
Men M.. 11 Th.„ tw" Ma, H) in A. Kraf*.

Abortion Information Service
atarUng rate 1125. Clinic very
close to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
cerUfied gynecologist. Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service l-IM631-1557
Decisions?
Need
to
talkEmotional and Material Pregnancy Aid. 3M-6236.

Save

Expert typing
rates 352-7306.

"RAINCHECK" POLICY

at

reasonable

Planning a wedding'' Wedding
Photography by David McNeill
353-37W.

Everything you buy at Kroyer is qujcti.teed for your 1ot.il s.itisl.ii lion fctj.trd
less of nunufticturer If you dre not s.itislu'd Kimjer will rrpl.n «■ your item
with the sarnie brand or ,i comparable brand or refund your money

WANTED

We also guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample
supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them
I' due to conditions beyond our control we run out o* an advertised special
wi' will substitute the same item m a'comparable brand (when such an item
IS available)] reflecting the s.ime savings or if you prefer give you • .RAIN
< MI <.K
whit h entitles you 10 the same adveriisad spoi <ai at the sama prM a
any time within 30days

1 m needed aaxt year at Univ.
Village. Call 3M-1235
Students needed to fill 4 man
apartments at Campus Manor
for Fall school year 351 -MH or
353-7365 evenings.

*w**w**w**w***l

15. shag carp . cable T V . a c.
8230 summer 352-5836.

JR & SR Science fc Math
Majors
Earn cash in your
spare time
Need qualified
people with a scientific background for an experiment in
problem
solving
Receive
12 50 hr for your time I eflort
If
interested
contact
Jack
Mynatt or Mike Doherty i psveh
dept 1st 372-2301

Save

Kroger

Oood Mon Ma* 1? t .„„ Sun Ma* II HIS At Kroa*.

I

liermanv

TOll I REE 9 AM.-10 P.M.

LimH I With Coupon • '6 Additional Purchaia

Ji¥¥¥¥lai
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12-Oi
WtCan

LIMIT ONE COUPON PEN FIMILT

A «Ot

Thke
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Assorted Flavors

itmtf- SUN GLO
POP

OH. UU
mi. SHE'S

Join the Payroll Savings Plan.
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economic crunch
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1 I rmmte lor 7S-76 school yr

House close to campus 352 5065
or 352-4074.
11 needed to sublet for fall qtr
353-0772
For fall 2 m rmmts. Now' 2
bdrms Call Brent 352-1218.
Full and part Ume waiters A
waitress openings now and tor
summer In one of Ohio's finest
nlte clubs Dixie Electric Co.
Call or come in 11 a.m to 2:30
pm 874-S449
1 mimic
m. for summer
sublease. Hid^e Manor 372 6431

Coults:
Another
honor1
Congrats on being tapped for
Mortar Board' We're reallv
proud I The HP's.
Phi Tau's What a great way to
warm-up for the weekend!
Thanks lor Ihe tea' The KD's
The Alpha Chi s would like to
congratulate
Tern
Adams.
Diane
Cutcher
and
Vicki
lamina for making Mortar

Board
F
roommate
needed
for
summer 5 mm walk to campus
390.00 for entire summer Call 121S.M9-2005
1
f. needed sum
quarter
8145. total Cherry Hill. 352-5646
Need 4 people to sublet apt .
SUMMER only. 1130
each
whole summer Contact Connie
or Kayeat«35tlhSl Apt No 8
Two male roommates to sublease fall quarter Cherry Hill.
call 372-5434 Dave or Mike

PERSONALS
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha
Epailon wish to idelannounce
the arrival of the beer-gutted,
whiskey totin'. lover-Infected
Patrick Quivy Murphy Coming
in on 1-75 from Dayton. Ohio, he
made 42 stops. II to pour beer
In and 21 more to pour it out. On
his route towards B.G . his first
stop was Ho Jo's where he
cleaned out the shelves of aU
their "boose'' You will be able
to catch a glimpse of Patrick
staggering from bar to bar as he
gets ID prime condition for his
annual beer drinking contest in

FOR SALE
73 Dodge Challenger
352-4113

Apt. for sublet avail Jun 15 1
bdrm air cond CBLTV shag
carp, close to campus $152 mo
352-6889
Rooms near campus Fall and
summer rentals. 352-7365
2 bedroom apartments near
Towers
Fall
rates
for 4
students Summer rales for 2.J.
or 4 students 352-7365.

S2.500
House to sublease 2 or 3 people
across from campus 352-5928

Triumph 10 speed light weight
racing bike in excellent condi'
ttoa. 352-3149.
Immediately.
Kawasaki
Honda 750.352 5343

900.

Beer cans, approx 500. sold
singly or the whole lot 352-5712.
Zenith 23" B»W Portable TV.
with stand Good condition. Best
offer 3M-70M.
Mustang fastback for sale 8200
or best offer 352-7271 after 6
Concord MKVII Stereo cassette
deck, Dolby. Crttt. Auto shut
oft. 3110 352-0453 before noon
Schwinn 10-speed bike. 24"
frame. KMOO Call 351-0773 or
351-5811.
1M Dataan Moo converUbie
y try good cond 874-3341
FQatsUPfT

824
SIXTH
2
bedroom
furnished, air conditioned and in
excellent condition
Tenants
only pay the electric Set up for
4 persons Only 2 vacancies left
for fall 865 00 per person per
month
521 EAST MERRY Less than
one block from campus
2
bedroom,
furnished,
air
conditioned and in excellent
condition Tenants only pay the
electric Set up for 4 persons
Only one vacancy left for fall
896.00 per person per month
FOR SUMMER 4 vacancies
$28 50 per person per month, or
a total of 8275 00 for the entire
summer For more informaUon
call Newlove Really 353 7381

.

1 bdrm. fan. apt avail. Jaae

STUDENT APTS Summer *
fall Ige 2 bdrm furn close to
campus
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE APTS. 235 Mercer
Rd 3524HM.

Now leasing 1 bdrm
apts
$150 mo Pinehurst Apartments
120 Napoleon Rd 353-1460

803 Eight
2 bdrm
furn
air cond $200 mo 6 16 75 6/15/7* Ph 352-0717. 353-2332
Summer. 1 bedroom, turn . apt.
downtown. $115 mo 302-1153.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
close to campus. For more
information call 352-1178 after 6
Married or grad. students to
seblet. 2 bdrm. furn
apt.
carpeted, gas.
water,
a c
cabtevtsioa. off street parking,
well maintained ino petal Ph.
351-8141 betweea$t 7 p.m.
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Press previews election
BJFJM Wallet
Stall Rcparter

NEW YORK The 1976 Presidential
election will be difficult lor the press
to cover, according to members of the
Washington press corps
Newsmen
participated here
Saturday in a panel discussion on
coverage of the 1OT6 elections The
panel was part of the fourth annual A
J.
Liebling
Counter-Convention,
sponsored by I MORE' magazine, a
trade publication for journalists
Problems the press encountered in
the 1968 Presidential campaign were
the evasiveness of and deception by the
candidates and the insulation of the
press from the major issues of the
campaign, according to panel member
Jules Witcover. a political reporter for
the Washington Post.
"WE HAD good coverage in '68."
Witcover said, "but we failed to pursue
the major issue -the war in Vietnam "
Richard Nixon would not talk about
the war and Hubert Humphrey could
not talk about the war because of
President Lyndon Johnson's policies.
Witcwer said He added that if Robert
Kennedy had not been assissinated. the
Vietnam war would have been a major
issue
One criticism Witcover had was that
the press was "afflicted with the
Teddy White syndrome" Theodore
White is the author who wrote the
"Making of The President" series.
Witcover said the syndrome involves
writing inside vignettes about what the
candidates' wives wore to parties
rather than about the crucial elements
of the campaign
The number of primaries in this
year's election is an important factor
in the outcome, according to panel
member Jeffrey Pressman, a
professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology i MIT i

He said there are 28-32 primary
elections in 1976. which will make it
difficult for any one candidate to sweep
the field.
Pressman said the role of the media
will become more important in interpretation of political events rather
than in straight reporting of the
campaign
Witcover said the press cannot be
psychoanalysts. To psychoanalyze
candidates would be "preposterous."
according to R W Apple, a national
political reporter for the New York
Times and a panel member Apple said
he is not qualified to psychoanalyze a
political figure

over other Presidential hopefuls.
Apple said there is a tendency to
cover the Democratic candidates more
than Republicans because Democrats
usually are more accessible.
Handicap is an appropriate word in
describing the '75 lineup." since there
is no strong candidate who can
dominate the election, according to
panel member Jeffrey Greenfield, a
representative of Garth Associates.

THERE ARE many problems to
solve in covering the 1976 elections.
Apple said One of the major concerns
is money
"My newspaper, and 1 suspect other
newspapers, won't have as much
money this year." Apple said
Newspapers will decide who is a
candidate
before giving a person
press coverage ''
Witcover differed with Apple by
saying anyone who runs has to be
considered a serious candidate until
proven otherwise
"We do not have enough systematic
reporting." Apple said, adding that the
press should spend more time
comparing what candidates say He
said there is a need for more
descriptive writing, more candidate
biographies and increased coverage of
the candidates' past policies
There is a problem with the coverage
ol Gerald Kord as a President and a
Democratic candidate as a candidate.
Apple said
"IT ISN'T terribly fair." Apple
added, saying that the President's
daily exposure gives him an advantage

Greenfield said that as a general
proposition, nobody cares who is
elected
Apple said he does not find people
disinterested in the elections People
care who wins, he said
THE NEW federal election rules,
limiting campaign spending and contributions, will become "an unmitigated
disaster." Greenfield predicted.
He also theorized that the
Republican Party tears itself apart
every 12 years He cited elections in
1952 and 1964 as examples and said
another upheaval is due In 1976
Greenfield said the candidate who
starts his campaign early has a good
chance of winning
Panel member James Barber, a
professor at Duke University, said the
press should show the story behind the
story in campaign coverage Barber
has written a book about presidential
elections
THEMES THE press should be
concerned with are appearance as
opposed to reality in candidates'
campaigns and action versus reaction
to the major issues. Barber said
Witcover said the press must use the
lessons learned in past elections and
apply them to the next election He
said the press is bound to make new
mistakes, but must use solutions to old
mistakes in order to improve itself

O'Jays create a soul winner
Review by
FraakJ
At with the vast majority
of soul albums, there's
always a song or two that
really will the album These
album versions usually are
longer than the singles that
are on the radio and
undoubtedly sell through
their own merit.
The O' Jays' newest album
has such a song-"Give the
People what They Want "
Producers Gamble and Huff
have again come up with a
soul winner as they usually
do. a song that people can
get up and dance to.
After all, isn't that what
soul music is all about these
days, with disco places
becoming more important in
the music business?
The title of one song tells
the whole story for this
album entitled "Survival"
I Philadelphia International i
By putting all the
elements together of the last
two studio albums and
adding the electricity of a
live performance. GambleHuff have come up with a
crowd-pleasing album
THE USUAL Philadelphia
elements are present: tight
musical backing from
MFSB. arrangements that
are lush but not gaudy and
the five part harmonies
accomplished through overdubbing. All in all. it's not a
bad set. but it seems a bit
mundane at times
The music doesn't seem as
fresh as it did a couple of
years ago with
"Love
Train" and "Backstabbers "
The (racks have gotten
longer and more Involved.
Yet that isn't what the
people want. That's why the
high points of this new
album are simple, short
tracks that are extremely
danceable.
The
title
track,
"Survival," is the most
exciting song on the album.
Blaring horns start out the
song, with heavy guitar and
percussion and the chant,
"Survival of the fittest/I
gotta with it."
It's not just a blackoriented tune but a universal
theme
It easily could
become the "Love Train"

for the summer
"Rich Get Richer is the
last of these up-tempo
rockers with a message this
time from Gamble and Huff
on this old theme from the
ghetto Note the one line
about the 16 families that
own the country
LET'S NOT take away
from the O'Jays' slower
moments, although they are
not nearly as interesting as
the others "How Time
Flies" is a typical love
story, but dig the harmonies
that come out of this one and
the background
"doowoohs" during the solos Not
bad for three guys from
Canton. Ohio
The best of these slow
tunes is "Where Did We Go
Wrong' It sounds a lot like
"Where is the Love" in the
few seconds of the vocals
This song is put together so
nicely that you have to like
it-everything is just right
And just for the record,
the names of the O'Jays
Eddie Levert. Walter
Williams and Bill Powell
They put together some of
the best vocals around
But they wouldn't have
anywhere to put the vocals
and no words to sing if it
weren't for producers-composers-arrangers-musicians
Kenny Gamble and Leon
Huff Credit where credit is
due and all that, but it seems
it goes almost entirely to
Gamble-Huff

- FEATURING -
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LAST SUMMER. Rupert
Holmes came out with a
fantastic album called
"Widescreen " It contained
some of the most creative
orchestral arrangements
over put into rock music
With most of his music's
themes revolving around
movies, the kind of thing
that Holmes alone does has
been labeled
"cinema
rock "
Unfortunately, the album
didn't do anything and for
the most
part was
completely ignored
But his newest Ip, "Rupert
Holmes" (Epic), contains 10
tunes, each a separate
entity This time the subject
matter extends from the
movies to the recording
industry as well.
Holmes takes a nostalgic
trip back to the mid '60s in
I Don't Want to Hold Your
Hand From the Beatles, of
course, complete with
Harrison-esque guitar notes
throughout
the song.
Holmes' version begins with
more than just random
notes from the original
Beatle tune
Actually, he takes a down
view of the period. Things
happened to slow for him
back then, or so he says
"Brass Knuckles" is an
entire detective story in
itself, complete with
murder, leg work, clues and
congressmen on the take
We find out who the
murderer is. but. Holmes is
at his best here, making
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newsnotes
Court rulings
WASHINGTON (API-The Supreme Court yesterday let
stand two federal court rulings designed to desegregate
schools, but agreed to review an order aimed at
segregation in housing
In brief orders without explanation, the court declined to
hear appeals from lower court decisions that school
authorities in Boston and Kalamazoo. Mich, had
purposely segregated their schools
But the justices said they will hear arguments next fall
on a federal appeals court decision requiring a "comprehensive metropolitan area plan" for public housing in
Chicago and its suburbs

Mansfield
WASHINGTON (AP)-Majority Leader Mike Mansfield
said yesterday the Ford administration's reaction to
Senate passage of a stop-gap refugee aid bill is "a hell of a
way to run a railroad."
The measure, passed by voice vote last Thursday,
authorized
President
Ford to divert previously
appropriated military aid funds for South Vietnam to
assist refugees from Indochina.
Mansfield told newsmen he had noticed over the
weekend that an unidentified member of the admini
stration's task force handling the refugee program had
referred to the bill as "a nice gesture."
He quoted the task force member as saying it would take
the Pentagon from 30 to 60 days to determine how much in
military aid funds could be made available
"That's a hell of a way to run a railroad." Mansfield
said "It shouldn't take 30 to 60 days to cut through the red
tape "

Integration
BOSTON (AP)-The federal judge overseeing Boston
school integration said yesterday he may order two high
schools closed if necessary to head off potentially violent
racial tension
US. District Court Judge W Arthur Garrity Jr. said
tensions at South Boston High School and Hyde Park High
School have been building for several days and were
heightened by the release of his new school integration
plan on Saturday
"The court feels that it has an obligation to do whatever
it can to head off an explosive situation in two of the
schools that could cause serious injury to young people."
the judge said
Garrity scheduled hearings on the situation for
tomorrow

Summer
Fall
2 Persons
$70 ea.
$135 ea.
3 Persons
$55 ea.
$ 90 ea.
4 Persons
$45 ea.
$ 70 ea.
Completely furnished, air conditioned,
utilities (except electricity) PAID. For tall • 4
persons $280 per mo.
CALL DEBERT 352-7671

Ridge Manor Apartments
Vz block from campus

Apartments Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid
Laundry Faculities Available
Call 352-0717 or stop
by the office - 224 E. Wooster
5BSBBBS2S2SSQ

BARBERSHOP
SPECTACULAR
Bowling Green State University
Featuring
MAY 14, 8:00 P.M.
MJUMEE VALLEY SEAWAY COMMANDERS

CASCADE CHORDSMEN, Eiyna oh,o
1975 1976 Johnny Appltsaad District Champions

FOUR-IN-LEGWN
1973-1974 Johnny Appltsatd District Champion Quartet

wPiv

UMEUGHTERS
1974-1975 Johnny Applssead District Champion Quartet

atST^fi

GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT
19711972 International Champions
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WEDNESDAY
A SPECIAL DAY AT THE

Master of Ceremonies
Robert Johnson - Director of Music Education

*

POWDER PUFF
Look For Our Ad
in Wednesday's BG NEWS
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THE CAMPUS has about two and a half acres of flower
beds which require two full-time attendants, according to
Sharp
The flowers are grown in the department's greenhouse,
where work continues during winter when the seedlings and
cuttings are planted
During winter the department is in charge of snow
removal The crews also keep the campus looking nice all
year by picking up trash and litter. Sharp said.
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STOCK MARKET CLUB

Summer leases available!
$
120 month

Toledo. Ohio
1973-1974 Johnny Applasttd District Champions

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

ANOTHER PROBLEM the department has run into is
saving dying hedges Sharp said he sought professional
gardening help to save the hedges but said that no one can
determine the cause of shrubbery's death Replacing the
hedges could be costly, he added
The price of keeping University grounds up has increased
in the last eight months since Sharp has been on the job.
"It's really hard to put a cost on it." Sharp said, adding
that the price of fertilizer and chemicals have tripled since
last year

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

SEAWAY CITY CHAPTER, SWEET ADELINES, INC.

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

Maintaining the greenery on campus "Is a full-time job.
even into fall and winter." according to James Sharp, the
University's coordinator of grounds
Planting shrubbery and flowers and cutting grass are the
primary concerns of the maintenance department's
groundspeople during spring. Sharp said
But there are some places on campus where cutting the
grass is impossible due to grassless paths students create by
taking shortcuts to class
"There's not a whole lot you can do about preventing
paths." Sharp said Fencing areas where paths are formed
seems to be the only answer, he said, but noted that fencing
is unsightly
"It's a problem to design sidewalk areas to please
everyone." Sharp said

APARTMENTS-SUMMER OR FALL

Maumee, Ohio
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good use of sound effects
and horns Bogey would be
proud
"STUDIO MUSICIAN" is
a tribute to all those
nameless folks who do the
sounds behind the singers
Perhaps this applies in
particular to his own
orchestra (he names them
all on the inner sleeve I as he
plays little games using
lyrical cues to highlight
particular instruments.
"Everything Gets Better
When You're Drunk" should
speak for itself This one
must have been written for
the Thursday night crowd
everywhere-" and
most
everyone becomes your long
lost friend "
Sound
familiar?
Rupert Holmes' "cinemarock" is something that has
to be listened to in order for
complete satisfaction His
vocals are pleasing, his own
keyboards better than
average and the banking is
the best.
But it's his writing
abilities that make his
albums such a joy to get
into Not only does Rupert
Holmes write good music,
he creates vivid images for
the space
between the ears.
spj

Grounds attendants
keep campus green

I* ficers - Nominations are still r
open.
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Tomorrow Night!

All the $
Pizza and
Salad you
can eat
Family Night Buffet
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

And Services S.P.E.B.S.Q.S.A.
Grand Ballroom University Union

8:00 P.M. - Admission '2.00
TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT UNIVERSITY UNION 1-5 P.M. MAY 7-8-91012-13-14 AND AT THE DOOR MAY 14.
TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT JONSTON HALL ANYTIME FROM 8:30 P.M.11:30 P.M. AND 1 P.M.-4 P.M.

E. WOOSTER ST.
across from the football stadium

Women netters undefeated
ByLrailLcacfc
AMlstaat Sporti Editor
Coach Janet Parks and
her women netters will put a
10-0 record on the line this
afternoon when they travel
to Columbus to play an excellent and unbeaten Ohio
State squad
"We have a lot of respect
for OSU." Parka said
"They're going to be tough,
but it should be an inter
eating match "
Ohio State which won the
state championship last
year, has a strong team with
a lot of depth Barb Welters.
who defeated BG's Janet
Wonderleigh for the state
crown in second singles last

year, now is playing fourth
singles
Playing first tingle* for
the Buckeye* It Ann Wilson.
who finished second in the
slate in that position but
season.
PARKS WILL place Mary
Kurt (7-01 in first tingles
againtt
Wilton
Beth
Conroy. sporting a 6-2
record, will play second
singles and Cathy Brady will
play third singles.
In fourth singlet action,
Judy Jeanette will battle
Wetter!. Amy Longley will
compete at fifth singles and
Pam Heschel. also undefeated 16-0), will play in
sixth singles action

Kurz and Conroy and
Jeanette and Longley will do
double duty at Ohio State at
they play first and second
doubles respectively Sue
Rupert and Jonalee Wiandt
will play third doublet.
In their final home match
of the season last weekend,
the Falcons won a tri-meet,
shutting out Toledo. 5-0 and
edging Miami. 3-2 Miami
defeated Toledo. 4-1. to
finish the season with an 8-3
record. Toledo's record fell
to 1-7.
IN FIRST singles, Kurz
easily disposed of her Toledo
opponent. Pat White, 6-1.6-1.
Conroy blasted her second
singles opponent Jean

Grunebaum, 6-2, 6-4. In third
singlet action.
Hetchel
clipped TU't Stephanie
Magill 7-5 in the first set
before finishing her off, (-1
in the second let.
Jeanette and Longley
slipped by Toledo's first
doubles team of LuAnn
Scoble
and
Sandy
Damrauer, 7-6 in the first
set. dropped the second set.
6-7, but came back to win the
third set and the match by
blitzing Scoble and Damrauer, 6-1.
In second doublet. Rupert
and Wiandt had few
problems with TU't
Gretchen Smith and Marna
Bennett, defeating them in

straight sets. 6-0. 6-2
Bowling Green had more ,
problems with Miami. Kurz
delivered a 6-1. 6-4 blow to
Paula Begnold and Jeanette
and Longley defeated
Miami's first doubles team
of Anne Witt and Kyle
Schmalz.6-4.6-1.
Conroy went three sett in
her second singles match
with Kathy Simon, but
Simon prevailed. 5-7.6-1.6-2
In second doubles. Rupert and Wiandt fell to Miami's
team of Jeanne Collins and
Sharon Newcomb. 6-3.6-2
' "The girls did an outstanding job." Park* said about
the tri-meet. "They really
played well "

Tracksters point toward MAC
By Bill Ettep
Aiilttaat Sporti Editor

Swing

BG n*ll*c Mary Kuri iwingt at a ihol in last w««k«nd'i
match with Miami. The freshman will take a 7-0 record into
•hi* afternoon's (irii tingles match againtt Ohio State's Ann
Wilton. (Newtphoto by Ed Suba)
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Golfers in tight chose
By Dick Ren
SporU Editor
KENT-Seven seems to be
the manic number for
Bowline Green's coll team.
Ten linksters are in
seventh place alter the first
36 holes of the Mid
American Conference
(MAC) championships concluded here last Saturday.
However, the Falcons are
only seven strokes behind
tourney leader Ball State
University.
Kent State University's
short course proved to be an
equalizer of teams as all but
one conference school still
have a shot to cop the crown
THE LEAGUE teams will
journey to Kalamazoo.
Mich this weekend to play
the final 36 holes on Western
Michigan's Lake Doster
layout
Ball State s 713 tops the
ten-team field, with first
round leader Eastern Michigan and Ohio University
right behind at 715.
Western Michigan (7171.
Miami 1718), Kent State
(71S). Bowling Green (7201.
Toledo 17211 and Northern
Illinois i723> round out the
schools that remain in
contention
Only Central
Michigan < 730) can be
coun.ed out of the title fight
"Any one of nine teams
could win this.'' BG coach
John Piper said after the
team standings were totaled
last Saturday "I still think
Miami. Ball State and

ourselves have the best shot
at if
Piper said Kent's short
course did not prove
anything and that he feels
more confident with his
team playing at Western
"We're happy to get off
this course. " he said "It's a
good course and it's always
in good shape But it just
doesn't separate the field."
For the Falcons, it was a
weekend of unexpected
happenings and unfortunate
occurrences
Senior Ken Walters, last
year's conference medalist,
could not get his game
together and finished with
rounds of 73 and 75 on the
par 69 course Walters' 148
total leaves him 10 strokes
behind individual leader
Blake Watt of Ohio
University.
While Walters. BG's
number one golfer, was not
playing well, senior Bruce
Keller came through with
the surprise of the weekend
KELLER HAD A 74 last
Friday, but turned in a two
under par 67 in the second
round to finish with 141. tops
for BG His total is just
three shots off Watt's 138
"I was quite pleased with
Brace's hanging in all
season long and then proving
himsel! under pressure
here." Piper said
The Falcons' freshmen
duo of John Miller and Gary
Treater each made
unfortunate mistakes that
cost BG precious strokes

Treater knocked two
drives out of bounds on the
first hole last Saturday and
settled for a nine on that
hole He then took a doublebogey on the next hole
Treater finished the round
with a 77. and Piper was
encouraged with that
"I HAVE TO give some
credit to Treater for hanging
In." he said "He was only
one over par the rest of the
way after number two "
Miller got hot last
Saturday, firing a 68 after
opening with a 74 But the
freshman, anxious to do well
Saturday, hit the wrong ball
on number 16 and was
accorded a two-stroke
penally
"1 hooked my drive lelt.
and number 14 runs
parallel to number 16," he
said. "There was a ball next
to a tree that was Titlist, so
I hit it. and I was in good
shape
"This guy was coming up
14 and he said a Titlist four
was about 20 yards back,
and that the ball under the
tree was his." Miller
continued
"It was my
mistake "
Keller's 141 leads BG
alter 36 holes, with Miller
next at 142 Senior Mark
McConnell carded rounds of
72 and 71 for 143.
Walters and sophomore
Jim Decker are next at 148.
and Treater is at 149

The Falcon thinclads
closed out their dual meet
season last Saturday with an
101-63 home victory over
conference foes Central
Michigan
University
ICMU). but a second season
begins Thursday.
That's when competition
will begin in the Mid-American Conference (MAC I
championships at Western
Michigan
Falcon coach Mel Brodt
said the third dual victory in
five starts gave his squad a
solid foundation to point
toward the MAC title chase
"The meet showed us
where our strengths and
weaknesses lie." Brodt said
"We're going to have to
capitalize on our strong
points in certain events if wc
expect to have a shot at the
title"
BRODT SAID he was
"disappointed
over
Central's lack of competiveness in certain areas."
but claimed the meet helped

rid the squad of injuries
Distance aces Gary
Desjardins and Bruce
Vermilyea and sprinter Ron
Taylor shook knee injuries
and extended layoffs to
clock some impressive
times
DESJARDINS captured
the mile run in a season best
clocking
of
4.09.9
Vermilyea. running his first
race in over five weeks, took
third in the 880-yard run in
156.0 Taylor, meanwhile,
only trailed teammate Don
See and CMU s Gary Burks
in the 440-yard dash in 49.1
"It was nice to have
everyone competing in the
same meet." Brodt said.
"Taylor looked solid and he
can probably cut his time by
another second at the MAC,
but Vermilyea is still
questionable He just needs
more time than is available
to gain his strength back
after the long layoff "
The Falcons captured 12
of 19 events against the
(hippewas They recorded
four season best performances and swept the top

three scoring spots in the
pole vault. 3.000-meter
steeplechase and the 880
THE VICTORY Rive
Brodt his 13th winning season in 15 years at the Falcon
helm His 1970 and 1973
teams had the only non-wining campaigns His squad
finished with 6-6 marks both
seasons
See cut by a second his
season best clocking and
missed breaking his school
record by three-tenths of a
second in the 440 with a
winning time of 47.7 He also
placed third in the 220 in
216. as t Ml J Larry
Bradshaw breezed to a firstplace finish in 21 2
Brian Storm joined See as
the Falcons' only double
placer by winning the 100yard dash (9.7) and
capturing second in the 220
in a season best 21.5
Freshman Rick Hutchinson and Dan Dunton joined
Vermilyea in the 880 sweep
Hutchinson won the event in
154 7 and Dunton garnered
the runner-up position at
I 555

If you're not up on how the
BG baseball club fared last
weekend, there's an easy
way to find out
Ask any Falcon baseballer
and he'll probably tell you he
was reading the book "Misfortunes. Disasters and
Freak Occurrences on a Ball
Diamond "
Against Xavier
in
Friday's second contest and
Saturday's Toledo doubleheader,
tbe Falcons
regretted studying chapter
four Losses From Out of
this World."
AFTER NOTCHING the
opener over the Musketeers.
tbe weekend fun came to a
screeching halt.
BG blew a 1-0 lead in the
nightcap, losing to Xavier. 4

1. in nine innings, it
mishandled a 4-0 advantage
in the Rocket lid-lifter as
Kip Young was KO'ed.
suffering his first loss of the
season: and the Falcons
were plagued by the
"mysterious fifth frame
disease" as Mike Hale lost a
three-hitter. 4-0. in the
second Toledo confrontation
In the first loss, the
Falcons came up short on
seventh and eighth inning
rallies In defeat number
two. Young was slapped for
12 hits in 3 2 3 innings of
mound duty
And In the third lost,
which dropped the BG slate
to 22-20. the Falcons left tbe
sacks full in the top of the
fifth In the bottom of the
same inning, Toledo hit Hale
with four runs.
The four (allies came on a
combination of a walk,
infield error, balk, passed

ball, opposite field single
and a squeeze play
"THINGS HAVEN'T
exactly bounced our way
lately." coach Don Purvis
said. "It's a funny gameyou can't balance them (the
breaks! out sometimes "
Purvis said on the
optimistic side. "If we play
long enough, they should
even out."
The University of Michi-

tition, as they captured four
of the eight events
Despite a nagging foot
injury, school record holder
Lew Maclin won the triple
jump at 47-9*4. while Jon
Helder captured the long
jump at 21 "' i

Track marks shattered
Two world track and field marks and three professional
records were shattered last weekend at two different sites
Houston McTear. an 18-year old Baker I Fla.) High School
junior, tied Ivory Crockett's 100-yard dash mark of nine
seconds flat McLear recorded the brisk timing while
running in the preliminaries of Florida Class AA track
championships at Winter Park Friday
Brian Oldfield thattered the world shot put record by
more than three feet at 75 feet even Saturday at the El Paso
Professional Classic.
Warren Kdmondson set professional marks with a 9 1
performance in the 100 and a 45 5 clocking in the 440-yard
dash at the same meet, while Ben Jipcho set a pro record of
1:47.7 in the 880-yard run.

Sfickers crush Buckeyes
By Norm Baker
Staff Writer
Bowling Green's lacrosse
machine got its final tuneup
before the season's big
game as coach Mickey
Cochrane's men smashed
Ohio State. 11-5. last
Saturday afternoon in
Columbus
The Falcons sports an 8-0
league mark while Ohio
Wesleyan has compiled a 7-0

Midwest I..KTOS.NO Association (MLAl record The two
squads will meet for the
league title at 330 p.m.
tomorrow at Dovl L Perry
Field
The showdown was slated
for Saturday but had to be
rescheduled because of
OWU's selection to the
NCAA
Division
II
tournament
Against Ohio State, the
Falcon stickers jumped to

Title game changed
Bowling Green's lacrosse game against Ohio
Wesleyan University (OWU). originally scheduled for
2 p.m. Saturday at Doyt L. Perry Field, has been
rescheduled for 3 30 p m tomorrow
The rescheduling became necessary when OWU was
picked to participate in the NCAA Division II
tournament. The Bishops will travel to Geneva. N Y.
Saturdav to play Hobarth College.
Bowling Green has compiled an 8-0 league record
while OWU sports a 7-0 mark. Tomorrow's game will
decide, for the second straight year, who will be the
Midwest Lacrosse Association (MLA) champion
Last year at Ohio Wesleyan. BG deleated the
Bishops. 13-11, as the MLA's largest crowd. 2.500,
witnessed the game. BG officials are aiming to top the
attendance record tomorrow.

a quick 3-0 lead in the first
quarter and increased their
margin to 7-0 at halftime
After that, they were never
threatened
MAN-UP GOALS by
seniors Mike Wilcox and
Jeff Woloshyn and a tally by
freshman John Grim got BG
started in the first period
Tony Vaccaro's goal at the
three-minute mark of the
second period, followed by
Matt Kenny's unassisted
tally, gave BG a 5-0 lead
Freshman Jim Macko
then scored two breakaway
goals in less than two
minutes to give BG an insurmountable 7-0 advantage
Macko's first goal came
only 13 seconds after
Kenny's score.
The Buckeyes finally got
on the scoreboard in the
second half as Chuck
Morrison scored at the 13:40
mark of the third quarter
Morrison tallied again at
the 125 mark of the third
stanza to bring the Buckeyes
within five. Goals by BG's
Paul Collins and Rick
Knowles, however, sealed

gan invades Warren E
Steller Field at 1 pm today
and Purvis has his fingers
crossed that this will be the
day that things "even out."
The reason'' Well, today's
crowd could be the season's
largest and the Falcons
would like to put on a good
show for the second annual
"Home Run Derby"
attendants.
The event, which takes
place between games of the

twinbill. is sponsored by the
American Cancer Society.
REPRESENTATIVES
from campus have been
selling
sponsorships
for
every homer hit. Last year's
derby made $37 for each
blast over the fence Today's
goal is for $100 per roundtripper

Anyone is eligible to participate. Each contestant will
get three swings for $1
against "you name the spot"
pitching
"I hope things go our way
because of the good crowd."
Purvis said. "It should raise
a lot of money for a worthy
cause."

to
Russ Fenton - Outstanding Man
Phil Bartholomew ■ Outstanding
Senior Man
Sam DiSalvo • Outstanding Athlete

THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI

JUNIOR PAT Collura.
who started in the nets for
BG. stopped nine Buckeye
shots while allowing only
one goal Sophomore Tom
Doriety allowed two scores
while making three saves in
relief of Collura.
Sophomore goalminder
Bud Closen. making his first
varsity appearance, made
four saves while giving up

Ohio State s final two goals
"We had an excellent first
half, and we got to play
everyone in the second
half." Cochrane said "We
weren't as effective in the
second half, but everyone
saw action, including our
three goaltenders ''
Last weekend's victory
against the Buckeyes sets
the stage for tomorrow's
MLA showdown Bowling
Green now has won 19
straight league games and
would like nothing better
than to give outgoing coach
Cochrane 20 consecutive
wins and his second straight
MLA championship

Women thinclads
second of OSU
Bowling Green women's
track team finished second
and scored 39 points last
Friday at the All-Ohio Twilight Relays at Ohio State.
Ohio Stale amassed 97
points to capture the relays,
while Miami finished third
with 29 points.
Linda Helmink was the
Falcons' only individual
winner. She placed first in
tbe javelin toss with a distance of 109-8
THE ttt-YARD medley
relay, consisting of Lynn
Heckman. Betsy I'hlman.
Folly
Koch,
and Jan

Samuelson won with a time
of 1:56
Jenny Gill again was high
point scorer for Bowling
Green She took second in
the 220-yard dash with a 26 3
clocking., second in the long
jump with a distance of 17-' i
and third in the 100-meter
hurdles with a time of 16 7
Gill alto anchored the 440yard relay team that also
included Koch. Betsy Clogg
and Vickie Zyski which
finished second at 51 9.
BG will meet the
University of Toledo at 4:30
p.m. today at Toledo

Captain Whipple, Paul, ferry, Jack 4 Mark,

MOO REWARD

CONGRATULATIONS!

Ohio State's verdict
Woloshyn, BG's nominee
for MLA player of the week,
closed out the Falcon
scoring with goals late in the
third quarter and another
early in the final period

for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of person or persons stealing
money from washers ana
dryers at Cherry Hill Village
sometime between May 3-7.

'

Steve Edwards, meanwhile, followed up last
week's record performance
with a 6-8'» winning leap in
the high jump and sophomore muscleman Wayne
Marinclin captured the
discus with a toss of 141 5.
\

Face OWU tomorrow

Derby featured today between UM-BG games
By Terry Goodman
su (I Writer

TOM PRESTON led the
BG dominance of the
steeplechase with a winning
clocking of 9:218 Chuck
Holmes
and
Tom
McSheffery grabbed the
remaining scoring spots
with respective times of
9:26 8 and 9:35 6
Jeff Opelt. Dave Smalley
and Al Roark teamed up to
sweep the pole vault. Opelt
won on fewer misses at 14
feet
The Falcons continued to
show some much needed
strength In field compe-

We've come a long way this year
Had victories far and near
With our advisors who helped us steer
And in our hearts are truly dear!
Thanks for your help and patience!
We love you!!

The RG's

